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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Building on Better Reporting and Adding
Guardrails Needed to Accompany Growing
JTIP and LEDA Funding
Appropriations to the Job Incentive Training Program (JTIP) and Local
Economic Development Act (LEDA), two of the state’s larger economic
development incentive programs, are higher than ever. As such, it is quite
important that these state investments in business growth yield positive
economic outcomes. Since FY16, the state has appropriated over $350 million
to JTIP and LEDA. However, the two programs currently carry significant fund
balances, $35 million for JTIP and $64 million for LEDA.
The Economic Development Department has made improvements to LEDA
and JTIP policy and reporting, and additional reforms and improvements could
build on this progress. Some reforms to law, regulation, and policy could benefit
from transparency measures and other guardrails to provide better reporting and
increased accountability. In particular, the LEDA statute lacks some processes
necessary to align with model economic development policies. These processes
include 1) a clear way to prioritize potential state investments, and 2) an open
and transparent application process wherein a company must demonstrate that
its relocation or expansion would not occur but for the state’s investments.
JTIP and LEDA projects sometimes create fewer quality jobs than projected,
and funds are not consistently clawed back for unfulfilled job promises. While
analysis of employment at companies after receiving LEDA or JTIP funding
revealed that many do expand and hire new employees; for about one-third of
all LEDA agreements and half of JTIP agreements, businesses do not grow as
projected at the time of the grant agreement. This has been tempered somewhat
by changes in policy by Economic Development Department (EDD) to switch
from the historical practice of giving all money awarded through LEDA to the
company upfront and instead provide the money in tranches as the company
meets milestones. However, inconsistency in pursuing clawbacks when
possible under agreements remains, with approximately $4.1 million in
foregone clawbacks from agreements between FY16 and FY21.
Finally, the state should improve how it monitors post-investment impacts of
JTIP and LEDA. EDD began an effort to do this for LEDA in 2022, after
proposing additional performance measures in 2019 to provide greater
information on LEDA and JTIP results. However, EDD could do more in its
quarterly Accountability in Government Act reporting to demonstrate how
LEDA and JTIP funds result in job growth and other positive economic impacts
over time. Further, as JTIP and LEDA are only two of several tools that state
and local governments use to entice businesses, there is a need for more
comprehensive reporting and analysis of total public investment into private
corporations.
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Key Findings
The LEDA process would benefit from additional transparency measures, as
well as and statutory and regulatory guardrails to build on existing reporting
and ensure wise investment of public money.
JTIP and LEDA sometimes creates fewer quality jobs than projected, and
funds are not always clawed back for unfulfilled job promises.
The state does not monitor the actual impacts of JTIP and LEDA, hampering
economic development decision-making.

Key Recommendations
EDD should:
Work with the Legislature to amend the LEDA statute to include high-level
goals, such as expanding the tax base or creating living wage jobs.
EDD should promulgate rules for state LEDA funding that define
• An open, formal process through which all companies seeking state
LEDA funding apply;
• Local support expectations for LEDA projects with exceptions for
very small communities; and,
• Criteria and scoring rubrics by which the department might approve
projects and determines award levels.
Better monitor agreements for compliance with job creation obligations and
not release state funding if job creation obligations have not been met.
Develop a policy that details when LEDA agreements with companies that
have no job creation commitments are appropriate.
Work with LFC and Department of Finance and Administration staff to revise
the department’s quarterly Accountability in Government Act reporting for
JTIP and LEDA to include actual expenditures, actual jobs created, and actual
average wages.
Create policies and procedures for EDD staff to create an annual public report
to the JTIP board on
• The one-year retention compliance for JTIP employees and any
necessary clawback actions,
• The three-year retention of JTIP employees by a company, and
• The three-year wage growth of JTIP trainees, with the period
including both pre- and post-training wage levels.
Before December each year, work with the Workforce Solutions and Taxation
and Revenue Departments to provide a report to the Legislative Finance
Committee that summarizes the suite of economic development incentives by
company in the prior fiscal year and the estimated costs and actual economic
improvements caused by those incentives.

2
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Background
BACKGROUND
New Mexico has appropriated over $350
million to JTIP and LEDA Since FY16
Ensuring effective economic development policies is of the utmost importance
to New Mexico because the state’s economy is among the most distressed in
the country. The Job Training Incentive Program (JTIP) and the Local
Economic Development Act (LEDA) are the best known of the state’s
incentives for attracting businesses. JTIP reimburses companies for a share of
the wages paid to certain newly hired employees, while LEDA primarily
passes state funding through local governments to businesses for land,
building, and lease costs. The Legislature has provided direct appropriations
consistently for JTIP since the early 1970s and since the early 2010s for
LEDA. Since FY16, appropriations for the two programs have surpassed $350
million. See Appendix B. for a list of all LEDA and JTIP awards FY16 to
FY21.
Chart 1. JTIP Appropriations

Chart 2. LEDA Appropriations
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Notes* Does not include a $200 million appropriation made in 2021 legislative session "to provide economic relief grants to
businesses that remained open during the pandemic but experienced significant revenue decline." $70 million of the $200 million
was reappropriated in the following year to the opportunity enterprise fund, administered by NMFA to develop commercial and
industrial space.
The $10 million “junior” appropriation in FY22 was specifically for broadband-related LEDA projects.
Source: LFC files

Appropriations into the JTIP and LEDA funds are non-reverting and
appropriations for both have outpaced EDD spending on the programs. Total
LEDA obligations have ranged from $30 million to $46.8 million annually
since FY19, but appropriations have been as high as $80 million annually in
recent years. For JTIP, the fund balance has been steadily growing over time
because of relatively low payments on JTIP agreements. As a result, the JTIP
fund started FY23 (July 2022) at an all-time high with nearly $35 million.
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Chart 4. LEDA Fund Cash Balance

Chart 3. JTIP Fund Cash Balance
(July of each year)
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Table 2. LEDA Awards

Table 1. JTIP Awards and Payments
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LEDA
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20
12
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21
15
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Total State
Awards
$13,033.4
$14,345.0
$6,686.6
$37,960.0
$15,450.0
$46,770.0
$30,025.0

Average
LEDA
Award
$651.7
$1,304.1
$557.2
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$1,030.0
$2,227.1
$1,766.2

Maximum
LEDA
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$5,500.0
$10,000.0
$1,005.0
$10,000.0
$4,000.0
$17,000.0
$10,000.0

Source: EDD

JTIP Overview
EDD administers the film JTIP
program under its “film crew
advancement program.” Statue
allows for EDD’s film division to
determine eligible employers and
trainee employees for the program
outside of the rules and oversight of the
JTIP board. Once film employers and
employees have been certified by
EDD’s film division, the division is then
free to reimburse up to half the salaries
for employees of those eligible trainees
out of the JTIP fund. Statute caps use of
film JTIP to $2 million, but the program
has not reached that cap in recent
years, with average expenditures for film
JTIP at $572 thousand annually
between FY16 and FY21.

The Legislature established JTIP in statute in the early 1970s “to provide
quick-response pre-employment and in-plant development training to provide
new or expanding industries in New Mexico which utilize skills unique to
those industries with qualified manpower resources.” The statute was
originally written for the program to be administered by the Vocational
Education Division at the Public Education Department but changed in 1997
to under the Economic Development Department (EDD). In 2003, the JTIP
statute was also amended to specifically allow for a separate JTIP for film and
multimedia production companies. By law, JTIP is governed by a board that
establishes policies and promulgates rules to administer JTIP funds such that
they would “give measurable growth to the economic base of New Mexico.”
EDD staff oversee the JTIP application process and screen companies for
eligibility before inviting them to proceed to a full application. The board then
reviews applications, and the board has not rejected any application that came
before it since at least FY16.
JTIP can reimburse a company for up to 1,040 hours for a new hire's wages
for six months as long as they are guaranteed full-time employment at the
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company for one year afterwards. By statute, new JTIP employees must have
lived in New Mexico for at least one year, with exceptions for certain highwage workers. According to statute, high-wage workers are those who make
• $60 thousand ($28.85/hr) or more in an area with a population over 60
thousand, or
• $40 thousand ($19.23/hr) or more in an area with a population of 60
thousand or less.
Further, statutory requirements for JTIP stipulate companies that have more
than 20 JTIP employees in an area with a population over 40 thousand must
offer health insurance and cover at least 50 percent of the insurance premium.
Finally, statue says that EDD must spend one-third of JTIP funds in non-urban
communities.
JTIP Eligible Companies. Statute does not limit the types of companies

eligible for JTIP apart from excluding retail service sector businesses, but EDD
regulations clarify this and restrict eligibility to new or expanding or relocating
companies that increase the economic base of the state—meaning the company
operates in New Mexico and generates revenues from out-of-state money.
Companies that are specifically not eligible for JTIP reimbursement include
retail, construction, traditional agriculture and farming, mining and extractive
industries, health care, casinos, and tourism-based businesses (hotels,
restaurants, etc.).

Call centers must meet
special
requirements
to
receive JTIP. Under EDD rules,

contract-based
customer
support
centers or call centers are eligible for
JTIP as nonretail service delivery
companies, but must meet additional
requirements to receive JTIP funding.
They must
• Provide evidence of a
minimum five-year lease or
purchase of a facility in New
Mexico.
• Offer employees and their
dependents health insurance
coverage, and contribute at
least 50 percent of the
premium.
• Meet or exceed peak
employment from the last four
years
for
expanding
companies.
EDD excludes call center jobs when
reporting the average wages of JTIP
employees, citing these restrictions.

Finally, companies that receive multiple rounds of JTIP funding must have at
least as many employees as when they last expanded under JTIP. Startups must
demonstrate they have enough capital to reach production and expanding
companies must meet or exceed their average employment for the past two
years, with the exception of call centers, which need to meet or exceed four
years of average employment.
JTIP employees must be new hires and not existing employees, with the
exception of those in the Step Up program. Companies can receive JTIP
funding for employees hired through a temporary staffing agency so long as
they are hired as permanent and full-time employees before the end of the JTIP
contract period. JTIP funds are not, however, allowed to be used for fees to
pay any staffing agency.
JTIP Eligible Positions and Wages. Generally, JTIP-eligible positions must

be full-time and directly related to the creation of the product or service
provided by the company to its customers. However, EDD rules allow for up
to 20 percent of jobs to be outside direct product creation or service delivery,
including non-executive professional support positions. Companies can also
receive JTIP funding to support interns enrolled in or recently graduated from
an academic or training program. These intern positions may be part-time.
By regulation, EDD sets the number of hours JTIP will reimburse for each
position based on the U.S. Department of Labor’s standard job classification
system called O*NET, or the occupational information network. See Appendix
C. for more details. EDD also sets the minimum wages for those JTIP positions
according to the O*NET system, with the minimum allowed wage for FY23
at $12.75 per hour. This minimum is slightly higher than the $11.90 per hour
of FY22 and is set to increase again to $13.18 in FY24. However, EDD does

Step Up is a subset of the JTIP
program for rural and small urban (under
50 employees) companies to train
existing employees in a changing
business or to prepare an employee to
advance within a company and earn a
higher salary. Step Up reimburses funds
for 50 to 70 percent of total eligible costs
up to $2,500 per trainee.
To be eligible, existing New Mexico
businesses must meet JTIP eligibility
requirements, have been in operation in
New Mexico for at least one year and
have at least one full-time employee.
The company must either be making a
new capital investment to introduce new
technologies or equipment or agree to
give
participating
employees
a
reasonable wage increase within six
months of completion of training.
Step Up is not nearly as popular as JTIP
with only 15 agreements between FY16
and FY21 with a combined amount of
under $300 thousand.
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allow the JTIP board some discretion to still approve wages below these
minimums.
JTIP Reimbursement Levels. JTIP reimburses a company at the completion
of the six-month agreement. If an employee does not complete the training
period, no funds are reimbursed. EDD rules specify JTIP will reimburse up to
75 percent of wages or up to $35 per hour of classroom training at a New
Mexico college or university, capped at $1,000 per trainee. However, in
examining JTIP agreements since FY16, LFC staff were not able to find any
companies that had elected to use college or university training.

The base rate of reimbursement for JTIP is 50 percent for urban areas, 65
percent for rural areas, and 75 percent for frontier, tribal, colonias, or
economically distressed communities, with unemployment rates significantly
higher than the state average. JTIP can be used to train remote workers in New
Mexico, and wage reimbursement is tied to the location of the employee, not
the company.
Companies can claim up to two of the following types of jobs or trainees to
claim an additional 10 percent wage reimbursement (or 5 percent if only one
is claimed):
• High-wage jobs,
• New college graduates from a state college or university,
• Veterans, or
• Trainees that have graduated out of the New Mexico foster care
system.
Companies are required to keep JTIP trainees as employees for at least oneyear post-training and EDD rules allow the board to recoup investments for
companies that received over $100 thousand in JTIP funds, but subsequently
lay off employees within that one-year period.
LEDA Overview

The “but for” problem
makes evaluating economic
development incentives
notoriously difficult. A

notoriously persistent difficulty in both
administering and evaluating
economic development incentive
programs is commonly called the “but
for” question: would the job have
been created (or would the company
have expanded, etc.) regardless of
the incentive?
One notable study of the “but for”
problem was conducted in 2018 by
economist Timothy Bartik, who
performed a meta-analysis of 30
different studies of such incentives,
and concluded that “for at least 75
percent of incented firms, the firm
would have made a similar
location/expansion/retention decision
without the incentive.”
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The Legislature created the Local Economic Development Act (LEDA) in
1993 to implement a constitutional amendment from that same year creating a
new exception to the anti-donation clause, which restricts the distribution of
state funds to nongovernmental entities. The amendment newly allowed state
and local governments to provide grants or property to a corporation or private
enterprise to “create new job opportunities by providing land, buildings or
infrastructure for facilities to support new or expanding businesses.” Further,
the constitutional amendment stated counties and municipalities could approve
their own LEDA projects without the state, but each specific state LEDA
project needed approval by law.
Subsequent major changes to the LEDA statute since 1993 include
• Clarifying that certain businesses qualify, including restaurants,
lodging establishments, farmers markets, developers, cultural
facilities, and retail businesses in small communities;
• Defining the public support that LEDA can provide includes direct
loans, loan guarantees, or grants for land, buildings or infrastructure;
new broadband and other public works improvements and rights of
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way; technical assistance; and direct loans and loan guarantees for
building or infrastructure; and
Allowing municipal governments to dedicate a one-fourth percent
increment and counties a one-eighth percent increment of gross
receipts tax to fund LEDA projects,

•

Currently, statute limits state LEDA funding in two main ways. First, the only
businesses that can receive state funding are “qualifying entities” as defined in
statute. Second, statute limits state participation in LEDA projects to those that
create new full-time economic base jobs. Generally, an economic base job is a
job that creates goods or services that are exported out of state—the result of
which is money from out of state is paid into businesses in New Mexico.
For the purposes of state LEDA funding, a
qualifying entity is one of the following types of
businesses:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Manufacturing, processing or assembling of
agricultural or manufactured products
A commercial enterprise for storing, warehousing,
distributing or selling agriculture, mining or industry
products (not including public utilities)
A business providing services, including a restaurant
or lodging establishment
An Indian nation, tribe or pueblo or a federally
chartered tribal corporation
A telecommunications sales enterprise that makes the
majority of its sales to people outside New Mexico
Farmers’ markets
A metropolitan redevelopment project developer
A cultural facility
A retail business in a municipality of 15 thousand or
less

According to LEDA statute, an economic base job:
1)
2)

3)

4)

Is performed primarily in New Mexico
Provides, or supervises the provision of
a. A service wherein the majority of the revenue
generated from the service is from sources
outside the state, or
b. Personal property for sale
Is located at a regional, national or international
headquarters operation or at an operation that primarily
provides services for other operations of the qualifying
entity that are located outside the state; and
Is not directly involved with:
a. Natural resources extraction or processing,
b. On-site services where the customer is present
for the delivery of the service,
c. Retail,
d. Construction or agriculture except for valueadded processing performed on agricultural
products that would then be sold for wholesale or
retail consumption

Finally, the original LEDA legislation did not presume state contribution to
LEDA projects and was drafted with provisions only for county and municipal
governments. The original LEDA legislation from 1993 had provisions for
local governments to adopt ordinances for their economic development plans
and agreements with individual companies. According to statute, the project
participation agreement with a local government must
• Require a substantive contribution from the business in the form of
money, jobs, expanded tax base, or other thing or service of value,
• Contain some form of security in the form of a lien, mortgage, or other
indenture,
• Outline a schedule for project development and completion, including
measurable goals and time limits for those goals, and
• Contain provisions for performance review and actions to be taken if
project performance is unsatisfactory.
At the state level, LEDA has always been a relatively flexible program
with few guardrails for prioritizing awards. In the years following the 1993

LEDA legislation, the Legislature provided capital outlay funding for specific
economic development projects, including $63.6 million for specific LEDA
projects. A 2012 LFC evaluation of LEDA noted this process was problematic
because it was fragmented and not tied to a statewide economic development
plan.
Impacts of Past LEDA and JTIP Investments | Report 22-04 | November 14, 2022
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Starting in FY14, the Legislature took a different approach and began
appropriating funds to EDD for LEDA projects generally, without identifying
specific projects. As a result, decision-making power to pick LEDA projects
was granted to EDD without statutory guardrails on whether or how much
funding any type of business should receive. This has caused some
discrepancies between how LEDA is described in statute and how it is
implemented in practice.

8
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The LEDA Process Could Benefit from new
Measures to Guide Use of Public Money
As appropriations from the Legislature into LEDA have grown, so too has the
need to ensure LEDA dollars are being fairly distributed and in a way that
maximizes economic growth for the state. However, the LEDA statute leaves
EDD with little concrete direction for directing state money in an open and
transparent way.
EDD provides LEDA funds to businesses through arms-length
intergovernmental agreements with local governments rather
than appropriations directly to businesses.
In the 2020 session, the Legislature passed the Local and Regional Economic
Development Support Act that, for the first time, defined the state’s role in
supporting LEDA projects. The act clarified the state may participate with
local governments in economic development projects and the state, locality,
and businesses would each need to enter into a project participation agreement
similar to that required in a local government-only project.
To date, the state has entered into only a few project participation agreements
with businesses, primarily for gross receipts tax-sharing purposes. Instead,
EDD has generally taken the approach of entering into intergovernmental
agreements with a locality after they have inked a project participation
agreement with a company to pass along state funding for a local LEDA
project.

Impacts of Past LEDA and JTIP Investments | Report 22-04 | November 14, 2022
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Case study: Placing
clawback responsibility on
local governments may
delay or hamper return of
state funding for failed LEDA
agreements. High Plains

Processing was a Colorado-based
meat processing company which set
up operation in Las Vegas, NM in April
2020 after EDD awarded the processor
a $100 thousand LEDA grant. In July
2022, U.S. Department of Agriculture
suspended inspections at High Plains
Processing in Las Vegas, after
inspectors found food safety and
animal cruelty violations at the plant.

Since the company closure, EDD and
San Miguel County have been working
to clawback the LEDA investment.
However, the effort appears to be
stalled at the local level because the
county recently did not renew the
contract of the county attorney tasked
with retrieving the state funding. It is
unclear when the effort to retrieve the
state investment will be renewed.

Structuring LEDA funding wherein the project participation agreement is only
between the locality and the businesses, and the state’s involvement is off to
the side via an intergovernmental agreement has several major impacts:
1. It keeps the project as a “county or municipal” project and, therefore,
not a specific state project requiring approval by law per the
constitution (Article IX Section 14. D. (2))
2. It puts the responsibility of administering state funds on the locality,
even if the locality has not provided any funding for the project. This
also means the locality is responsible for monitoring job creation
compliance, even though EDD is the collector of quarterly
employment information.
3. It puts the responsibility for recouping all funds as a result of a
company shutdown or other breech of the agreement on the locality.
If the intergovernmental agreement allows for it, the locality also bears
the responsibility of returning any recouped state portion of the
investment back to the state. Intergovernmental agreements between
EDD and localities did not consistently account of this potential return
of state funding until FY19.
The LEDA process for awarding state funding follows some but not all
best practices and lacks published criteria for ranking and choosing
proposals. Because EDD has no rules or formal process to follow in choosing

LEDA projects, the risk that public economic development incentives may not
be deployed to their highest and best use is heightened. To avoid this risk, the
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) states that economic
incentive policies should include the following elements:
Goals and measurable objectives,
Performance standards and clawback provisions for not meeting
those standards,
3. Processes for monitoring compliance, and
4. A clearly defined process to evaluate proposals.
1.
2.

Potential high-level economic
goals the Legislature could
consider for LEDA include
labor force participation,
poverty, unemployment, and
median income. GFOA notes that

other common goals used in economic
development could also include
expansion of tax base, job creation,
development of targeted economic
sectors, business retention and/or
recruitment blight mitigation, improving
economically distressed
neighborhoods, housing stock creation,
and environmental or infrastructure
improvements.

These elements were also recommended in a 2018 Brookings Institute report
Examining the Local Value of Economic Development Incentives. Generally,
though, LEDA falls short in all four of these criteria. LEDA laws do not
include goals or measurable objectives. By statute, LEDA agreements require
employment or investment obligations companies need to meet and clawback
provisions if those obligations are not met. However, EDD enforces those
provisions somewhat inconsistently, and the statute contains no provisions
detailing when it may waive or require a smaller clawback penalty.
Historically, EDD has reported on potential job creation as listed in the project
participation agreements at the onset of a project, not on actual job creation or
other impacts of LEDA deals after the agreement is finalized. More recently,
EDD started collecting data on actual jobs created. However, there is not yet a
plan to report this data to the public on a regular basis and no statutory
requirement for EDD to do so. Finally, with no formal application explicitly
tied to state goals, EDD has wide discretion to support projects without
transparent, objective analysis to justify investments.
EDD could work with the Legislature to clarify its statutory and
regulatory role in LEDA, including provisions for goals, transparency,
and evaluation criteria. Beyond being a GFOA-defined key element of any

10
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economic development policy, having goals and measurable objectives is a
requirement for proper management and accountability of state investments.
Without a goal to measure progress the department, the Legislature, and the
public cannot know if state LEDA investments are effective. As such, the
Legislature may want to define high-level goals in statute along with those
proposed by GFOA, such as job creation and retention and diversification or
expansion of the tax base. This would have the benefit of making the
legislative intent of LEDA appropriations clear and consistent across executive
administrations. EDD could further refine the target objectives of state LEDA
investments in rule or published policy, for example, to focus investments on
the nine targeted industries identified in its 2021 statewide strategic plan.
Of additional concern, the informality of the LEDA application process allows
the state to select projects without accounting for how the selections were
made. This raises potential specters of subjectivity and unfairness. An open
application for LEDA could instead create an even playing field where all
businesses could make their pitch for public support.
The GFOA key elements also call for a clearly defined process to evaluate
proposals but with LEDA, EDD actively selects the projects it wishes to
support rather than providing a way that any company could apply for the
funding. For transparency purposes, the department should create an open,
web-based application by which companies and local government partners can
apply for state LEDA support. As it stands now, a company must make its case
for public support to EDD through its regional economic development
organizations or other channels outside of a more formal application process.
EDD then, after gathering more, but unspecified, information about the
company, makes a decision on whether to grant state support, sometimes
without public justification.
Once an open application is complete, GFOA recommends governments have
a clearly defined process to evaluate proposals, which typically includes
scoring
•
•
•
•
•

Recommendation from
Brooking’s 2018 report
Examining the Local Value of
Economic Development
Incentives. “[Governments] must

commit to making incentives information
publicly transparent, and then rigorously
evaluate their impact on firm outcomes
to determine what works. […] clearer
criteria and more effective targeting
should reserve incentives only for those
firms that will advance broad-based
opportunity, either by incentivizing
opportunity-rich firms and industries,
incentivizing firms to provide workers
more opportunity, or by addressing
place-based disparities in opportunity.

Having an application could
shine a light on “but-for.” To

draw a clear line between the use of
economic development incentives and
economic development outcomes,
projects need to pass the “but-for” test,
showing a business relocation or
expansion would not have occurred but
for the public investment.
Proving but-for can be notoriously
difficult, but having companies justify
their need for LEDA funds or any other
incentive in an open application is a first
step to help policymakers tackle the test.

How a proposal meets state goals of economic development,
A comparison of the cost of the incentive against the benefits that the
project is expected to produce,
An evaluation of the impact on the tax base and revenue,
Analysis of the impact of a project on existing and potentially
competing businesses, and
A determination of whether the project would proceed if the incentive
were not provided (does it meet the “but for” test.)

To align with GFOA best practices, EDD should also publish criteria and
scoring rubrics by which the department might approve projects and determine
award levels. The city of Austin, Texas has an example of a mature economic
development policy and incentive process that New Mexico may want to
model. Austin’s “Chapter 380” economic development policy has defined
economic development goals, an open application process, and clear criteria
by which economic development projects are selected. The application for
each project provides “but for” statements where companies can provide
evidence that the incentive will fill a gap that creates desirable outcomes or

EDD internally uses an economic
model to project expected tax
revenues and other economic
benefits at the beginning of a LEDA
deal. In some cases, the department
uses the model to figure the level of
economic benefit delivered on past
LEDA payments to determine
clawback levels. However, the
outputs from that modeling are not
systemically reported.
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that the project sways a decision for company relocation or expansion into the
city rather than another viable location.
Local governments provide matching funds for LEDA about one-third of
the time. Most LEDA agreements have a local government acting as the fiscal

agent to pass state funding to a company. As with any financial arrangement,
using a fiscal agent inherently distances the source of funding (in LEDA’s
case, the state) from the ultimate end user of the funds (the company.) Yet,
LEDA arrangements place much of the onus on ensuring proper use of those
state funds on the intermediary local government. Potentially concerning, if
the state is the sole funder of a LEDA deal and the local government simply
acts as a fiscal agent, the local government might not prioritize either
monitoring the proper use of those state funds or recovering those funds in the
case of a business closure or other failure to meet the terms of the LEDA
agreement.
This scenario is mitigated when the local government contributes some of its
own funding or assets to the LEDA project as a match. This occurred in about
one-third (31 of 101) of LEDA agreements between FY16 and FY21 but EDD
might want to consider ways that lessen the frequency of the state being the
sole contributor to LEDA deals.

Many other economic development policies outside of New Mexico require a
local government match to ensure community buy-in for public incentives.
One example: Texas requires companies applying for Texas Enterprise Fund
support to show community support by listing the value of proposed local
incentives before being offered any state funding. At the federal level, grants
to states for economic development from the U.S. Economic Development
Association also generally require a 50 percent match from the state.
Statute allows municipal governments to contribute revenue generated from
up to a one-fourth percent gross receipts tax increment and counties up to oneeighth percent. They can also contribute land or buildings or general operating
funds. With so many avenues to create revenue for local LEDA project
support, EDD should work to ensure that, most of the time, local governments
are contributing at least a nominal amount of matching funds. EDD should also
publish guidelines that define when a local match expectation might be waived
in the case of very small or rural communities.

Recommendations
EDD should work with the Legislature to amend the LEDA statute to include
high-level goals, such as expanding the tax base or creating living wage jobs.
EDD should promulgate rules for state LEDA funding that define
• An open, formal process through which all companies seeking state
LEDA funding apply;
• Local support expectations for LEDA projects with exceptions for
very small communities; and,
• Criteria and scoring rubrics by which the department might approve
projects and determines award levels.
12
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JTIP and LEDA Sometimes Create Fewer
Jobs than Projected, and Funds are not
Always Clawed Back for Unfulfilled Job
Promises
Many LEDA and JTIP agreements have been made with growing businesses
supplying good-paying jobs. Inevitably, though, not all businesses receiving
LEDA or JTIP thrive as expected. No entity can predict business performance
with perfect accuracy, though, and so both LEDA and JTIP have provisions
by which the state can recoup its funding in the case that a subsidized business
closes or does not grow as expected.
The state must hold JTIP and LEDA beneficiary companies accountable for
job creation and other economic development obligations. The state is also
responsible for monitoring the outcomes of its economic development
investments and for continually improving how it invests in businesses to
ultimately benefit the state economy.
EDD can help the state meet this charge by improving how it monitors and
enforces LEDA and JTIP agreements. The department also could take
measures to move state LEDA and JTIP funding to projects that more directly
result in higher wage jobs.
Of 101 LEDA agreements made between FY16 and FY21, at least 33 did
not meet minimum employment requirements, resulting in 2,507
expected jobs never materializing. Most LEDA agreements require

companies to adhere to minimum levels of employment over the term of the
agreement. If a company does not meet those minimum levels of employment,
it is often subject to a clawback of at least a portion of the monies that have
been paid out up to that point in time. In a little over a third of instances
between FY16 and FY21, LEDA companies did not meet their employment
minimums. This led to an underperformance of 2,507 jobs over the six years.
When fewer jobs are created than expected, but the investment stays static, the
overall state cost per job created goes up. Between FY16 and FY21, the state
investment cost per LEDA job created was $12.1 thousand in state investment
Table 3. Projected versus Actual Costs of State LEDA Investments for
Jobs Created or Retained
(in thousands of dollars)

FY16
FY17
FY18
FY19
FY20
FY21

EDD
Projected
Jobs
2,422
543
2,613
2,891
1,601
3,058

Allocated
State LEDA
Funds
$13,033.4
$14,345.0
$6,686.6
$37,960.0
$15,450.0
$46,770.0

Original State
Cost per Job
$5.4
$26.4
$2.6
$13.1
$9.7
$15.3
Average = $12.1

Undercount of
jobs (to date)
558
241
394
266
971
77
Total = 2,507

Actual Cost per
Job
$7.0
$47.5
$3.0
$14.5
$24.5
$15.7
Average = $18.7
Source: DWS, EDD
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for every job retained or created. By underperforming in job creation, however,
the actual cost was closer to $18.7 thousand per job created or retained.
EDD sometimes waived or did not attempt to claw back funds, foregoing
$4.1 million in recoveries between FY16 and FY21. Companies did not meet

their employment obligations for 33 of the 101 LEDA agreements penned
between FY16 and FY21. In two cases, during the Covid-19 pandemic, the
companies requested amendments to their LEDA agreements and their total
job creation obligations were adjusted down, but not the total amount of LEDA
funding they were granted.

Chart 5. LEDA
Agreement Compliance
with Job Creation
Obligations, FY16 to
FY21

33

68

In 10 cases—Wildflower International, PCM Inc., Resin Partners Inc. dba
Keter Plastics, Corrugated Synergies International dba Universal Sheets,
Raytheon, Big Dog Industries, Natural Releaf, 420 Valley, Descartes Labs,
and High Plains Processing—EDD and the local government pursued at least
some clawbacks, or return of state funds resulting in approximately $5.4
million in returns to the state. In three other cases in FY16, no clawback
penalties were stipulated in the LEDA agreement for the company not meeting
employment requirements, so the state had no recourse to hold the companies
responsible when they did not meet those requirements (Solaro Energy, Little
Toad Creek Brewery & Distillery, and MCS Industries.)
For the remaining agreements, EDD either waived, or did not pursue the
clawback funding. In three cases, EDD waived clawback requirements from
companies that it determined had provided adequate economic impact for the
public monies received:
•

Did not meet original job
creation obligations
Did meet, or is on track to meet,
job obligations

•

Source: LEDA Project Participation
Agreements, DWS unemployment filings

•

Las Cruces Family Farms in FY17 significantly underperformed its
agreement employment requirements and should have paid back all the
state LEDA funding it received ($171,647). Instead, EDD made a
determination that the company “provided sufficient return to the state to
more than cover the shortfall of their job creation” and did not require any
return of state funds.
Resilient Solutions 21 in FY19 met its employment targets for two years
but then underperformed significantly in FY22. By February 2022, the
company requested termination of its LEDA agreement after two years
and receiving $150 thousand. Rather than attempting to claw back that
money as stipulated in the agreement, the termination agreement states the
county and EDD have determined an adequate return on investment had
been received from the $150 thousand payment and have no objections to
terminating the agreement.
Agmechtronix, LLC in FY19, met its job targets in 2018 and 2019, but
missed them in 2020 and 2021. The company was disbursed the total
LEDA state award of $250 thousand despite having missed its job targets.
EDD closed out the agreement on June 15, 2021, noting the company had
“achieved, and even exceeded, the expected return on investment and
economic contribution to the community and the state.”

Fifteen noncompliant LEDA companies missed their employment
requirements and sometimes completely shut down, but for various reasons,
EDD was not pursuing clawbacks, or return of state money from the local
government in cases where no LEDA money had been reimbursed yet. In some
of these cases, EDD indicated the pandemic had adversely impacted these
businesses, but EDD was unable to produce documentation that the companies
14
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requested waivers from their agreement’s employment requirements. In most
cases, EDD reports it is reviewing these projects. Altogether, LFC estimates
the amount of forgone clawback funding by EDD from agreements between
FY16 and FY21 at $4.1 million.
Several LEDA agreements do not require companies to create new jobs.

While most LEDA agreements provide for new job creation, some do not. This
is because statute states companies in a LEDA agreement with a local
government must provide a substantive contribution, which could be in the
form of new jobs, but could also be via matching cash, in-kind services,
expanded tax base, property or other thing or service of value for the expansion
of the economy. For state participation in a LEDA agreement, the project must
provide new full-time economic base jobs; because most LEDA agreements
are between a company and a local government with the state funding funneled
to the local government through a separate intergovernmental agreement, there
are some agreements with no, or very small expected job contributions.
For example, three of the state’s four largest LEDA investments to date have
been in two, $10 million and $17 million agreements for Netflix, and another
$7.7 million to NBC Universal—all related to film production in the
Albuquerque area. Unlike most LEDA contracts, these three LEDA
agreements had no stipulations for minimum employment levels, but instead
required the companies to demonstrate certain levels of spending in the state
over the life of the agreements. While this spending may indirectly result in
the employment of New Mexicans, the jobs are not assured. In reality, Netflix
and NBC Universal directly employ very few New Mexicans.
In another example, a $400 thousand state LEDA-funded project with Bueno
Foods in 2021 claimed creation of 49 full-time positions over five years set the
baseline of employment at a level the company had exceeded every quarter
since mid-2015.
In a final example, a 2021 LEDA agreement between Bernalillo County and
American Gypsum for $500 thousand in state funding only required the
company to retain its current employment of 121 people through January 31,
2026.
Without having some tie back to job creation, the value of economic
development incentives can become muddy and raise questions of fairness—
why should one company maintaining its employment benefit from state
subsidy rather than any other? While there may be good reasons for investing
LEDA money to retain current jobs under threat of disappearing, EDD may
want to consider developing a policy that details when LEDA agreements with
companies that have no job creation commitments are appropriate.

In some instances, LEDA
may be a proper incentive to
simply
retain
current
employment
for
local
economic resiliency. In the

2020
session,
the
Legislature
approved a $9 million LEDA
appropriation
for
economic
development projects in Cibola and
McKinley counties. The appropriation
was in response to the closure of the
Escalante Generating Station which
provided steam power for nearby
company
McKinley
Paper—an
employer of 125 people. In October
2020, EDD announced a $5 million
LEDA deal with McKinley Paper from
the appropriation so the company
could transition to a new energy
source. The LEDA agreement called
for very modest job growth (eight new
jobs over 10 years) but primarily that
the
company
retain
its
125
employees. In a county were
unemployment is consistently higher
than the state average, retaining
existing jobs may be a sound
economic strategy.

Between FY16 and FY21, EDD awarded over $93.3 million in JTIP to
companies but paid out a portion of that amount ($21.3 million), because
companies were often not able to meet the terms of their JTIP
agreements. Very often, companies cannot collect the total amount of their

JTIP awards because they are not able to meet the conditions of their JTIP
grant agreement—in most cases they cannot hire employees or meet the
agreed-on wages. Often, companies will request amendments to their JTIP
agreements to account for changes in their ability to hire or pay. Of the 476
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Table 4. JTIP Agreement Amounts
and Payments

(in millions of $, does not include film JTIP or
STEP-UP)
Agreements
Total
Vouchers
with no
Awards
Paid
payments
$13.1
$2.4
FY16
49
$12.0
$0.5
FY17
56
$14.6
$4.4
FY18
22
$14.3
$3.6
FY19
33
$17.4
$4.3
FY20
24
$22.0
$6.1
FY21
25
$93.3
$21.3
TOTAL
209
Source: JTIP Grant Agreements, SHARE

agreements made between FY16 and FY21, about half (235) were
amended at least once.
Still, even with the amendment process, many companies (in 209
agreements accounting for over 4,600 potential jobs) were not able
to collect any money for their JTIP award. These include some very
large JTIP awards, including two in FY16 to a call center for Fidelity
Employer Services Company for $2.5 million, and four agreements
between FY17 and FY20 totaling $1.7 million for Meow Wolf.
As with LEDA, EDD reports on the total number of jobs that might
potentially be created at the beginning of a JTIP agreement but does
not follow up with reporting on the actual number of jobs created by
the end of the agreement nor on the actual JTIP amount paid out to a
company. This has the effect of distorting both the reach and
outcomes of the program.

Past outcomes for JTIP trainees are mixed, with about half still employed
by their company a year later and about two-thirds with noticeable wage
growth. EDD was able to provide analysis for past cohorts of JTIP employees

Total JTIP
employees
Total still with JTIP
employer
Total still working in
NM
Wages grew more
than 10%
Wages remained
stable between
-10% and +10%
Wages decreased
by more than 10%

that showed general wage growth a year after being JTIP employees. That
analysis showed, a year out, about half of all JTIP employees were still
employed with their JTIP employer. This is a relatively high turnover rate—
but not out of line with national averages, which have total turnover in private
industry ranging between 42 and 52
percent in the last decade. However,
Table 5. JTIP Performance
national averages show approximately 18
2016
2017
2018
2022
percent of turnover nationally is due to
layoffs and discharges rather than
1051
1078
947
1524
voluntary separation (i.e., when an
631 (60%) 544 (51%) 355 (37%)
619
(41%)
employee quits).
925

(88%)

931

(86%)

791

(84%)

1097

(72%)

62%

71%

68%

69%

11%

10%

11%

13%

17%

18%

21%

18%

Note: EDD Provided combined analysis for FY19-FY22

Source: EDD

When companies receive more than $100
thousand in JTIP funding, they are
supposed to refund their JTIP money if
they lay off those employees within a year.
However, EDD does not report how many,
if any JTIP companies laid off employees
within the year of receiving JTIP wages,
nor if any of those companies would be
subject to fund clawbacks.

EDD has raised JTIP minimum wages by more than one-third starting in
2019, but a few JTIP jobs still fall short of providing living wages in urban
areas. As of FY23, EDD rules state the lowest wage job eligible for JTIP

reimbursement is $12.75 per hour in rural areas and $15.50 in urban areas.
However, these wages are likely too low for many New Mexicans to survive
on, especially in urban areas. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
calculates a living wage for a single adult with no children in Bernalillo County
at $15.67 per hour. That amount jumps to $31.31 if the adult has one child.
Yet many jobs that JTIP agrees to subsidize do not meet the benchmark for

16
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more than a single adult. One example from the most recent year, FY22, which
EDD approved was for 45 call center employees making $15 an hour in
Albuquerque.
EDD and the JTIP board have been annually raising the minimum wage floor
for JTIP employees, but moving ahead, both entities may want to consider a
new goal for the minimum wage, especially for urban areas, tied either to
MIT’s living wage, the federal poverty wage, or as a multiplier of the
minimum wage. Michigan’s JTIP sister program, called the New Jobs Training
Program, does the latter, only supporting jobs that pay at least 175 percent of
the minimum wage.
With free college available through the opportunity scholarship, EDD
should evaluate if JTIP could be better leveraged for workforce
development. Though JTIP is named the job training incentive program, the

way the program is implemented makes it more of wage subsidy program.
Workers trained under JTIP do not receive a credential or badge they can take
with them between jobs and, in fact, may never know they are JTIP employees.

The state’s new opportunity scholarship now covers all tuition and fees at New
Mexico’s public colleges and universities. The scholarship covers most
college credits that build toward a degree or credit-bearing certificate,
including in many fields commonly subsidized by JTIP.

Increasing educational
attainment of low-wage
workers could be a key costrategy with expanding job
opportunities. A study by the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York
in 2018 found, nationally, low-wage
employees very rarely move into
better-paying jobs, and instead would
most benefit from improving
educational attainment, which would
then allow them to move out of lowwage, low-skill employment.
“Workers in low-wage jobs are
considerably more likely than others
to exit the labor force or become
unemployed, and these workers have
a one in twenty chance of moving
into a better job. Our finding that
workers in low-wage jobs are more
likely to become unemployed than
move into a better job suggests that
keeping the same position, or even
sliding into a different low-wage job,
could be considered a “win” for some
of these individuals.” - Federal
Reserve Bank of New York in 2018

With newly free college, EDD may want to explore how JTIP could be
leveraged with the opportunity scholarship to reach a dual goal of quickly
training the workforce and getting lower-wage workers the credentials they
need to eventually move up the wage and career ladder. One option could be
that JTIP continue to subsidize the training of low-wage positions, but only if
the receiving company collaborates with a community college or institution of
higher education such that the training would be credit-bearing or contribute
to a workforce credential or degree.

Recommendations
EDD should better monitor agreements for compliance with job creation
obligations and not release state funding if job creation obligations have not
been met.
EDD should set a target for minimum wage levels for new jobs, tied to
prevailing local wages or some other metric, for jobs created by LEDA or
JTIP.
EDD should develop a policy that details when LEDA agreements with
companies that have no job creation commitments are appropriate.
The JTIP board, which includes the Higher Education Department, should,
before December 2023, report to the Legislative Finance Committee on
medium-term (three- to five-year) earning trends of JTIP trainees and perform
analysis comparing wage growth of JTIP employees versus those receiving
opportunity scholarship for workforce credentials.
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The State Should Improve Monitoring the
Post-Agreement Impacts of JTIP and LEDA
Projects
As part of its Accountability in Government Act (AGA) reporting, EDD
quarterly reports the number of jobs promised by JTIP and LEDA projects at
the outset of agreements. Importantly, however, the department does not yet
report on the number of those projected jobs that actually get filled. As
demonstrated in the first part of this report, the number of employees EDD
projects in a JTIP or LEDA agreement often does not fully materialize. The
agency began a systematic process of collecting actual jobs data in 2022 and
provided information, with companies deidentified, to LFC for this evaluation.
EDD reports it is now requiring all future agreements with companies to
include a provision for annually reporting this information, and the department
is working on the format for a short annual report to provide this data to the
public, which would also include estimated impacts to the state and local
governments.
An improvement, in FY21 the department began reporting on the average
wage of projected-to-be-created jobs, as well as the average difference
between those wages and the local prevailing wage. However, the reporting
could still be improved. EDD still excludes call center jobs from its wage
reporting. The result is likely a slightly higher wage being reported than if
those call center employees were included. This wage reporting, like EDD’s
job reporting, is also tied to potential projected jobs and not actual jobs created.
Finally, while JTIP regulations require employers to continue to offer
employment for one year after the training period, large numbers of JTIP
employees do not remain employed by the JTIP company for even a full
quarter after that period, but the department does not track the reasons for
employee separations.
A straightforward improvement to EDD’s reporting would be the inclusion of
the number of actual jobs produced (filled) in connection with both LEDA and
JTIP agreements. The state of Texas does this in an annual report of its LEDAlike program, the Texas Enterprise Fund. The Texas report includes the
Figure 2. Screenshot of Texas Enterprise Fund 2021 Legislative Report Showing Reporting of
Actual Jobs
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number of jobs promised and created to date from fund investments by
company, and the median wage of those jobs. The Texas report also includes
an annual discussion of terminated awards by company and the fund’s
clawbacks from those terminated agreements.
As part of the boilerplate language used in most LEDA and JTIP agreements,
companies share their quarterly Department of Workforce Solutions reports
with EDD so that EDD can verify employment levels and wages paid. EDD
could use these workforce reports to monitor and report on jobs created,
similar to the Texas example above. EDD’s establishing law (Section 9-15-10
NMSA 1978) does address some business confidentiality provisions, stating
that “any information obtained by the department that is proprietary technical
information or related to the possible relocation or expansion of a business
shall be deemed confidential and withheld from inspection pursuant to the
Inspection of Public Records Act.” Since the reporting on actual jobs created
from LEDA or JTIP deals occur after any relocation or expansion, and
employment levels are not proprietary technical information, these
confidentiality provisions should not be a barrier to expanded EDD reporting.
In July 2022, EDD provided a first-of-its-kind internal tracking of tax
revenue, actual wages, and actual jobs created by LEDA investments to
the LFC. While the reporting was voluntary by companies and not

comprehensive of all LEDA investments, it was a good first step by the
department to collect and share this vital information for evaluating the impact
of LEDA investments on the state’s economy. To gather the information, EDD
queried all businesses with an active LEDA agreement to compare the amount
of state LEDA funds the company received with the actual number of direct
employees, the payroll for those employees, average wages, wages in excess
of prevailing wages, and state and local taxes paid. The department received a
response from 38 companies representing $33.6 million in LEDA payments,
or about 44 percent of all LEDA agreements made between FY18 and FY22.

Moving ahead, EDD plans to make reporting this information a requirement
of all project participation agreements. The department also plans to report the
information it gathers back to the public. To make this public reporting the
most impactful, EDD should compare number of jobs created to number of
jobs projected and LEDA funds paid out with the total award.
EDD has expanded its LEDA and JTIP AGA measures but they do not
extend to the programs’ impacts on statewide economic health.

Optimally, LEDA and JTIP investments should move the needle on larger
economic measures such as labor force participation rate, unemployment
levels, median income, and poverty levels in the state. But the department
currently has no larger AGA measures related to these metrics, nor does the
department report on how their LEDA and JTIP investments improve these
key measurements of the state’s economic health.
Refinement of EDD’s AGA reporting criteria could allow more clear
connections between LEDA and JTIP grants and the economic health of the
state, however. One example, EDD could report on the portion of actual jobs
from LEDA and JTIP projects that are filled by formerly unemployed people.
Another option could be the department reporting on the growth of earnings
of employees in newly created LEDA or JTIP positions over a medium-term,
three- to five-year period. This should be a relatively straightforward task as
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employment and wage data is included on the DWS unemployment insurance
filings provided to the company for LEDA projects, and DWS is part of the
JTIP board.
LEDA and JTIP are only two of a suite of commonly employed
economic development tools, but there is no comprehensive
reporting on the combined benefits of these incentives to
companies.
In addition to JTIP and LEDA, the state and local governments offer a number
of other tax credits and incentives to encourage businesses to operate and grow
in the state. A 2012 LFC evaluation found that there was no comprehensive
regular analysis of these programs as a whole by executive agencies. Since that
time, the Taxation and Revenue Department has begun compiling an annual
report of all state tax expenditures. However, there is still no comprehensive
reporting on which companies receive these tax benefits and how they are (or
are not) offered in tandem with LEDA, JTIP or other economic development
incentives. The annual impact reporting EDD began this year for active LEDA
projects makes progress by including estimates of the cost of these other tax
benefits but does not use data on actual tax incentives received by each company.
The need for reporting has only heightened since the 2012 evaluation as the
amount and size of state economic development incentives has grown. One
notable change: In the 2021 session, the Legislature added language to the
LEDA statute allowing for the state and locality to pass back half the gross
receipts tax (GRT) generated on the construction stemming from very large
LEDA agreements (those with over $350 million in construction costs) for up
to ten years. So far, there is only one project that has met that threshold, Intel
in Sandoval County, but the impact of this expanded use of LEDA is likely
significant. In the Intel case, the original state LEDA award was for $5 million,
but the GRT sharing between the state and county has provided more than
double that amount again to the company in the last two years alone ($9.8
million in GRT revenue back to the company) and is projected by the
department to add an additional $12 million in FY23.
Another recent change: In 2020, the Legislature authorized the State
Investment Council (SIC) to expand up to 11 percent of the investment of the
severance tax permanent fund to private equity investments into New Mexico
companies. Reporting provided by SIC in May 2022 revealed $82.4 million
invested in New Mexico companies that also received either or both JTIP and
LEDA funding. According to SIC, these investments play a dual role – both
enhancing the overall return of the permanent fund portfolio through
investment in young, early stage New Mexico companies, but also in providing
investment capital that may ultimately provide economic benefits—jobs and
industry creation—to the state of New Mexico. However, there is no combined
reporting nor analysis of the impact of JTIP, LEDA, SIC investment or any
other suite of economic development supports on individual companies.
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Key economic development incentives outside of LEDA and JTIP, including their total expenditures in
the last year available:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

High wage job tax credit, $4.7 million – Any JTIP eligible company can receive a tax credit on its corporate income tax for highwage jobs they create. High wage jobs have a salary of $60 thousand or more in areas over 60 thousand in population, or $40
thousand in areas under 60 thousand in population. The tax credit is equal to 8.5 percent of wages and benefits of new jobs up
to $12,750 per new job.
Angel investment credit against personal income tax, $919 thousand – To incentivize the investment in qualified research
and/or manufacturing activities in New Mexico by angel investors, New Mexico taxpayers can claim a 25 percent credit on their
personal incomes tax for investments of up $100 thousand into a New Mexican business that engages in high-technology research
or manufacturing activities in New Mexico.
Manufacturing equipment investment tax credit, $835 thousand - The Investment Credit Act provides a credit for certain
equipment purchased or brought into New Mexico for a manufacturing operation. The credit has specific employment
requirements associated with the cost of the equipment being claimed. The Taxation and Revenue Department reports that
companies claimed $835 thousand worth of the credit in tax year 2020, but the amount is variable and was as high at $1.8 million
in 2017 and LFC economists project the expenditure to by $3.5 million in 2022.
Industrial revenue bonds (total amount not reported) – IRBs are a financing arrangement where a tax-exempt entity, usually
a local government, holds the title to a property acquired on bonds and leases it to a private corporation in exchange for payments
on the bonds in lieu of taxes. IRBs allow companies forgo providing upfront capital to purchase a facility directly, and instead enter
into a lease with the bond issuer, and, at the end of the lease, purchase the facility from the issuer for a nominal amount.
Consumables Gross Receipts Tax Deduction for Manufacturers (amount not reported by TRD) – The purpose of the
manufacturer’s tax deduction is to encourage manufacturing businesses to locate in New Mexico and to reduce the tax burden,
including reducing pyramiding, on the tangible personal property consumed the. Receipts from selling tangible personal property
that will be incorporated as an ingredient or part of manufacturing are deductible from gross receipts taxes.
Film tax credit, $39.8 million – The film tax credit allows companies a tax credit worth up to 35 percent of their GRT. The amount
of the film tax credit allocated is highly variable and has been as high as $148.2 million in FY19.
Tax Increment Development Districts, $2.9 million - State and local governments may dedicate a portion of incremental GRT
and property tax revenue attributable to activities within a TIDD. As with other tax credits, the amount attributable to a TIDD has
varied year to year and has been has high as $7.8 million in FY17.

Recommendations
EDD should work with LFC and Department of Finance and Administration
staff to revise the department’s quarterly Accountability in Government Act
reporting for JTIP and LEDA to include actual expenditures, actual jobs
created, actual average wages, and actual economic impacts. Reporting should
cover all active LEDA projects and all JTIP projects from the prior fiscal year.
EDD should create policies and procedures for EDD staff to create an annual
public report to the JTIP board on
• The one-year retention compliance for JTIP employees and any
necessary clawback actions,
• The three-year retention of JTIP employees by a company, and
• The three-year wage growth of JTIP trainees.
EDD should, before December each year, work with the Workforce Solutions
and Taxation and Revenue Departments to provide a report to the Legislative
Finance Committee that summarizes the suite of economic development
incentives by company in the prior fiscal year and the estimated costs and
actual economic improvements caused by those incentives.
The Legislature should consider developing legislation allowing the Taxation
and Revenue Department to share taxation and employment records from
businesses receiving public benefits to EDD and the Legislative Finance
Committee for policy analysis purposes and allowing EDD to share all LEDA
and JTIP application materials with LFC for policy analysis purposes.
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AGENCY RESPONSE

DATE: November 10, 2022
TO:
Members of the Legislative Finance Committee
FROM: Alicia J. Keyes, Cabinet Secretary, Economic Development Department
RE:
EDD Response to LFC Program Evaluation
_____________________________________________________________________________________
I want to thank the Legislative Finance Committee for its wonderful support of our agency and our critical JTIP
and LEDA programs. I also want to thank the LFC program evaluation team for the opportunity to discuss these
programs and collaborate on opportunities to build on the great progress we have made and continue to improve
moving forward. Starting in the first year of this administration, we made significant changes to improve the
efficacy, transparency and accountability of JTIP and LEDA, including increasing minimum wages for JTIP by
more than one-third, voluntarily suggesting and adding performance measures that focus not just on the number
of jobs but the quality of jobs, and beginning a process for annual reporting of fiscal and economic impacts to
the state and local governments from active LEDA projects.
We have made a lot of progress, but we know the processes and reporting are not perfect and can be made
better. This evaluation and the collaborative work with the evaluator team show possibilities to increase the
accountability for these programs. While we may object to occasional recommendations due to logistical,
practical or confidentiality reasons, we embrace the vast majority of these recommendations and look forward
to additional and ongoing discussions about how to implement these and improve our ability to prove to you as
legislators, as well as the public, how effective JTIP and LEDA are and demonstrate the incredible returns the
state and its residents and taxpayers receive from these job-creation tools.
Improvements in JTIP and LEDA Operations and Accountability
We take very seriously our duty to act as stewards of taxpayer funds while working to increase investment and
quality job creation in our communities. One of the first acts of the Michelle Lujan Grisham administration was
to address the minimum wage in New Mexico, and in tandem, one of the first acts of the JTIP Board was to
review policy and look at reimbursement rates and how they should be adjusted to meet the administration’s
goal of improving wages in the state.
While going through this public process, it was pointed out by numerous local economic development
organizations that companies need predictability especially when we are in a competitive recruitment or
expansion project. The board took both ideas into lengthy consideration and developed a four-year plan to
elevate wages and provide predictability to businesses. Just as the Legislature took a tiered approach to elevating
the minimum wage, the JTIP Board took that same approach and elevated wages in phases across the board for
JTIP.
There has been a 36% increase in JTIP minimum wages since the beginning of this administration, and
businesses have predictability as the policy clearly lays out the numbers in advance so even future projects
22
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can see the wage thresholds. JTIP policy is reviewed annually, and this year it is anticipated that wage rates
will be part of the discussion for FY 24-27.
EDD also took action to increase consideration of wages for LEDA projects, adding a performance measure
to track the average amount that wages for LEDA projects exceed the prevailing wages for the counties in
which the projects are located. This improved internal decision-making by allowing the agency to target
funds to projects that improve the standard of living for residents of each community. It also improved the
transparency and accountability for the program, and EDD recently initiated another significant
improvement.
In 2022, EDD began requesting detailed information from all active LEDA projects on actual results – jobs
created, wages paid, expenditures made – and combined this with actual LEDA amounts accessed. Our
economists used this data to perform detailed economic impact analyses (EIA) to estimate total economic
output along with net fiscal benefits (after all estimated incentives) to the state, county and city. This allows
us, as decision-makers, along with the appropriators in the Legislature and the general public to see not
just what companies anticipate moving forward but what actually happened – what taxpayers actually
received for their money – and the results are incredible. Total net fiscal benefits to the state are $168.8
million, net benefits to the counties are $80.3 million and net benefits to the cities are $134.5 million. The
state return on investment (ROI) is 315%, and the total public ROI is 844%. We will continue to run these
analyses every year and update these results, but this proves LEDA is a very efficient job-creation tool and
even combined with other applicable incentives generates far more tax revenue than it uses.
LFC Key Recommendations
Work with the Legislature to amend the LEDA statute to include high-level goals, such as expanding the
tax base or creating living wage jobs.
We would be happy to work with legislators to include such high-level goals the next time LEDA is
amended.
Promulgate rules for state LEDA funding that define
• An open, formal process through which all companies seeking state LEDA funding apply;
• Local support expectations for LEDA projects with exceptions for very small communities; and,
• Criteria and scoring rubrics by which the department might approve projects and determines
award levels.
EDD has a formal application process through which companies seeking state LEDA funding must apply.
This application requires a substantial amount of documentation from the company, which is then used to
build an EIA. This is used as the basis to determine whether a company should receive funding and if so,
at what level. EDD also often requires local support for projects, but not all communities are able to provide
such matching funds, and creating a minimum level of support could make it difficult or impossible to
support projects in our most rural areas in the greatest need of help. Finally, while we wish to maintain use
of the EIA and provide the most thorough possible assessment, we can work to publish certain minimum
criteria and scoring rubrics that would allow more transparency while not eliminating the great benefits of
the EIA model.
Better monitor agreements for compliance with job creation obligations and not release state funding if
job creation obligations have not been met.
EDD has made significant improvements in this area, but we agree we can continue to improve and will
use the recommendations here as a guide to do so. Regarding release of state funding, we typically release
funding in multiple tranches, instead of the historic practice of giving it upfront and relying exclusively on
clawback provisions. We do require companies to meet certain milestones before additional tranches are
provided, but we do not want to move to a purely post-performance method of releasing all the funds at
the end when all obligations have been met because this would make the LEDA funds less valuable to the
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company, resulting in fewer job-creation deals brought to New Mexico and likely a higher ratio of LEDA
funds needed per job or per private dollar of investment due to the need to discount the state funds.
Develop a policy that details when LEDA agreements with companies that have no job creation
commitments are appropriate.
Absolutely, we will work to publish this as we already have this clearly defined internally. Film partner
contracts require a minimum production spend as the main criteria for two primary reasons: 1) studios
have multiple productions on their stages throughout the year, and while all of these have spending on
employee wages, they are all different entities so tracking each individual production for the hours and
wage of the employees would be overly burdensome on the production companies and EDD staff; and
2) through the work of EDD economists as well as Taxation and Revenue Department staff (who
administer the film tax credit), we have been able to determine the average amount of the production
spend on wages compared to other purchases. The number of jobs created by spend is simply a calculation
of total spend * the average percentage of spend on wages/average annual wage of a film position = total
number of jobs created by the film partner.
Work with LFC and Department of Finance and Administration staff to revise the department’s quarterly
Accountability in Government Act reporting for JTIP and LEDA to include actual expenditures, actual
jobs created, and actual average wages.
As mentioned previously, we recently began significant efforts to improve reporting of exactly this
information on an annual basis through using our EIA model to analyze the impact of actual expenditures,
actual jobs created and actual average wages for active LEDA projects. For the first iteration of this
process in 2022, compliance from companies was voluntary, but we had 44 companies respond to date,
and we are now requiring this information from LEDA recipients in all future project participation
agreements (PPAs). We will work on a format to put this information into a public report and provide it
annually on our website.
This annual reporting will provide a critical, comprehensive look back at historical projects, but it is
important to use this information to supplement our current quarterly performance measures rather than
replace them. If we revised our current measures to only be backward-looking, it would create problems
due to timing of projects: would we only look at projects that started the prior year? That would capture
very little expenditure and jobs due to timing of announcements, groundbreakings, construction and
phased-in hiring. Would we look at prior year results for all active projects? That would include a lot of
projects from the prior administration, which is useful to know (which is why we are including that
information in our annual EIA report) but insufficient to show changes and improvements in the
programs in the most recent year or two, and quarterly measures should ideally be able to capture those
changes and improvements. Additionally, whether PPAs are 5 years or 10 years would impact the
numbers, and a company exiting their PPA but where the company remains open with a high number of
jobs could seem to create a big dip in the jobs reporting if they are no longer included by falling off the
active LEDA project list. Again, it is useful but should not replace the measures we have now.
We have recognized the need for better tracking and follow-up on LEDA projects and have made major
changes within EDD to address these issues. We now have in place a new tracking mechanism, a new
position that tracks LEDA compliance in our business finance specialist, and a newly created LEDA
coordinator to oversee all LEDA compliance.
Create policies and procedures for EDD staff to create an annual public report to the JTIP board on
• The one-year retention compliance for JTIP employees and any necessary clawback actions,
• The three-year retention of JTIP employees by a company, and
• The three-year wage growth of JTIP trainees, with the period including both pre- and posttraining wage levels.
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Absolutely, we will work to develop this. However, JTIP does not have a one-year retention requirement.
If the training provided to an employee allows them the opportunity to move on to a better position, we do
not want to penalize the company for that employee leaving.
Before December each year, work with the Workforce Solutions and Taxation and Revenue Departments to
provide a report to the Legislative Finance Committee that summarizes the suite of economic development
incentives by company in the prior fiscal year and the estimated costs and actual economic improvements
caused by those incentives.
This is another item we are happy to work to improve. We plan to release an annual EIA report showing
aggregated numbers for the actual fiscal and economic improvements caused by those incentives for LEDA
projects, but we have concerns about impairing business confidentiality by releasing them by company.
This data that will be included in our annual EIA report, paired with the Taxation and Revenue Department’s
annual tax expenditure report, would provide a comprehensive picture. We could release data that is
aggregated down to a level where individual company information cannot be determined, potentially to the
industry sector. This would provide a comprehensive analysis of the occupations funded with JTIP or
created through LEDA, along with wages and the overall economic impact relative to the industry sector.
When EDD runs an EIA for a project, we include all potential incentives in the calculations to show fiscal
ROI on all incentives as well as total economic impact. The majority of all LEDA projects show a fiscal
ROI of less than four years, although some of the larger 10-year agreements may be in the five- to sevenyear range, but all are under the proposed length of the PPA.
Additional Comments
Fund Balances
We agree JTIP fund balances have been larger in recent history as we have seen an unusually high number
of reversions since Covid-19. While the first 47 years of JTIP typically ran a consistent 60%-70% usage
rate, it has declined to less than 50% during and post Covid-19. The staff and board are aware of this and
have been monitoring for possible adjustments to policy to improve this. The reversions often lead to
companies reapplying for the same positions as their hiring needs persist.
At one time, JTIP used the historical usage as a gauge to encumber funds, but an earlier LFC review
suggested EDD abandon that process and encumber 100% of the potential award so there was never any
doubt of the availability of funds. EDD has in fact adopted this process, which does lead to larger reversions.
Additionally, because JTIP contracts are one year in length and almost always cross fiscal years, there will
always be some differences as we cross fiscal years. JTIP started FY23 with a $35 million fund balance,
but this included $24 million in obligated funds – projects that have been approved by the board and are in
progress. Per procurement law and LFC recommendation, we are required to set aside the awarded funds
through a purchase order for the project. Because it is a post-performance award, the funds are not expended
until the company hires, trains the new employees for the entire training period and undergoes compliance
procedures. This could be as soon as six months from the time the project is approved but is more often
about a year or so. Depending on when the project is approved, in most cases, the projects cross over fiscal
years. The same applies for LEDA, but those projects have longer timelines than JTIP.
JTIP Reapplications
It is important to recognize companies are projecting a six-month hiring plan when applying for JTIP funds.
There are many factors that might impact the company's ability to fill the projected number of jobs in the
six-month hiring window. JTIP staff work closely with companies to impress upon them the importance of
providing a realistic hiring projection. Rather than penalize a company for not filling all the jobs requested,
JTIP tries to provide flexibility so companies are able to benefit from the program even if they were unable
to fill all the jobs within the hiring window. Companies submit a hiring report at the end of the six-month
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hiring window. At that time, JTIP staff assess the hiring success and disencumber any funds that will go
unused so they are available to other companies applying for funding.
It is also important to note that employers are required to provide a wage range for each position. When
amendments are generated, more often than not, they are to revise the originally approved wage range to
accommodate a greater rate of pay that was offered to the JTIP trainee. Additionally, the JTIP application
has been updated to identify reapplication positions to ensure that JTIP is not over-reporting approved
positions.
JTIP Clawbacks
When JTIP is notified or learns of a layoff or closure, staff reach out to the company to determine whether
a clawback is necessary. In 2013, HP laid off employees, and it was determined the company was required
to pay back $50 thousand to EDD for JTIP trainees impacted by the layoff. They did. It is true that we
have never reported to LFC that such an instance has occurred. It does not happen often, and we have
never been asked to report such occurrences, but if this is something LFC would like us to report going
forward, we can easily do that. Layoff is specifically defined in policy, "Layoff is defined as a strategic
and organized event of separation of employees from an establishment that is initiated by the employer as
a result of market forces or other factors not related to employee performance."
The Department of Workforce Solutions administers the WARN Act (Worker Adjustment and Retraining
Notification), which requires employers to provide notice in advance of plant closures or mass layoffs.
DWS has a comprehensive database of employers, and JTIP staff reference this database periodically.
https://layoffdata.com/new-mexico/
Perform analysis comparing wage growth of JTIP employees with those receiving opportunity scholarship
for workforce credentials.
We are already in discussions on how the opportunity scholarship will impact JTIP and the Higher
Education Department (HED), and we are in active conversations to discuss JTIP policy changes for
FY24. We would need to figure out how to track these individuals. JTIP has the trainee social security
numbers (SSN) and currently works with the Department of Workforce Solutions (DWS) on the retention
studies, essentially doing what is described here, just over a narrower timeframe. HED might be able to
similarly work with DWS to track the earnings of the individuals who receive the opportunity scholarship
and then we could compare; however, in order for it to make sense, HED would have to supply the same
data that we provide DWS – the trainee SSN, company name, etc. so they can organize the data by industry
– and that may or may not be possible.
Additionally, this would result in an apples-to-oranges comparison as we are tracking economic base and
green jobs only, while the opportunity scholarship recipients may be working in other industries that might
not even be eligible for our programs. It is worth investigating and continuing these discussions, but we
are not yet ready to commit to what reporting can and should be forthcoming.
Moving Forward
Thank you for the collaboration we have received so far and will rely on moving forward. Again, I look
forward to embracing many of these recommendations and continuing to discuss with LFC staff and others
how best to implement them and build on the great success and improvements we have achieved so far.
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Appendices
APPENDIX A

Appendix A: Evaluation Scope and Methodology
Evaluation Objectives.
• Review the administration and oversight of JTIP and projects authorized under LEDA.
• Assess the cost and outcomes produced by JTIP and projects authorized under LEDA.
Scope and Methodology.
• Reviewed applicable laws and regulations
• Examined financial reporting in SHARE
• Examined LEDA project participation agreements and intergovernmental agreements
• Examined JTIP applications and grant agreements
• Analyzed quarterly unemployment insurance filings to check for JTIP and LEDA agreement
compliance
• Reviewed best practices for economic development policies
• Reviewed other state and local economic development incentive policies and procedures
• Reviewed relevant performance measures, administrative data, and related documents
Evaluation Team.
Micaela Fischer, Program Evaluation Manager
John Campbell, Program Evaluator
Authority for Evaluation. LFC is authorized under the provisions of Section 2-5-3 NMSA 1978 to examine laws
governing the finances and operations of departments, agencies, and institutions of New Mexico and all of its
political subdivisions; the effects of laws on the proper functioning of these governmental units; and the policies
and costs. LFC is also authorized to make recommendations for change to the Legislature. In furtherance of its
statutory responsibility, LFC may conduct inquiries into specific transactions affecting the operating policies and
cost of governmental units and their compliance with state laws.
Exit Conference. The contents of this report were discussed with the Secretary of the Economic Development
Department her staff on November 8, 2022.
Report Distribution. This report is intended for the information of the Office of the Governor, Department of
Finance and Administration, Office of the State Auditor, and the Legislative Finance Committee. This restriction is
not intended to limit distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record.

Jon Courtney
Deputy Director for Program Evaluation
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Appendix B: All LEDA and JTIP Agreements FY16 to FY21
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Appendix C: JTIP General Guidelines for Duration of
Reimbursable Training Time and Wages for FY23
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